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Chandra and XMM-Newton Grating Spectra

High- resolution spectra taken from May 2003 (~ day 5900) to the present by XMM-Newton and Chandra have 
been well fit by models with FWHM less than 2000 km/s (Zhekov et al. 2005; Dewey et al. 2008; Sturm et al 
2010), see HETG-07 data above. The emission is increasingly dominated by these narrower components as the 
blastwave encounters more of the dense equatorial ring.

Very-Broad Components in the Spectral Lines

HETG observations of SN 1987A in late 1999 
(HETG-99, upper left)  showed very broad lines 
with an observed FWHM of order 7000 km/s 
(Michael et al. 2002).  At this time (SN day ~ 4600) 
the blastwave was already interacting with the HII 
region around the progenitor; at this time the 
optical "spots" had only recently appeared.
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However, emission from the HII region out of the ring plane is still 
expected at late times and would contribute a high-velocity 
component to the spectra.  Here we've analyze multiple epochs of 
SN 1987A grating data and included an additional FWHM = 7500 
km/s component in the spectral model.  As the examples for Si 
and O lines above show, the earlier epochs are best fit with a 
higher fraction of this very-broad component (fvb and blue curves).
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Using ISIS to Define the Very-Broad Model

% Variable for the broad fraction:
public variable fracbroad;

% Define the isis fitting model: 
% 2 vpshocks divided between two gsmooth broadening terms:
fit_fun( "setvb(1)*wabs(1)*" +

"((1-fracbroad)*gsmooth(1,vpshock(1)+vpshock(2))+" +
"fracbroad*gsmooth(2,vpshock(1)+vpshock(2)))" );

% This makes use of a dummy model function, setvb(), to set
% the fracbroad value from the model parameter setvb(1).fb :
define setvb_fit (l,h,p)
{
   % set the fracbroad from the input parameter:
   fracbroad = p[0];
   return 1;
}
add_slang_function ("setvb", ["fb"]);

The X-ray spectrum of SN 1987A can be reasonably fit using two vpshock XSPEC model components, 
one with kT ~ 0.5 keV and the other with kT ~ 2+ keV.  This model is extended by including two 
gsmooth components, each operating on the sum of vpshock(1)+vpshock(2), as shown in the 
isis code below, right.  The resulting isis model now has two width parameters and a fraction 
parameter, in addition to the usual vpshock parameters, see the parameter listing below left.

Evolution of the Very-Broad Parameters
Nine grating data sets were used to study the existence and evolution of the very broad 
component.  Using the 2-vpshock model with two smoothing scales, described at left, 
confidence contours in the space of the very-broad Fraction and its FWHM were generated 
for the data sets, as shown below.
Later data continue a progression to lower, but still significant, very-broad fractions.

Note:
As the very-broad 
component gets 
smaller it is more 
difficult to measure, 
especially for the 
LETG, e.g., the 
LETG-07 measured 
Fraction is much 
larger than the 
HETG-07 value.)
The RGS 
measurements give 
Fraction values that 
are  reasonable 
provided the FWHM is 
constrained; this may 
be due to the high 
background counts in 
the RGS spectra.Very-Broad Spectrum from Simple Hydro

The assumption of modeling the very-broad 
component as just a broadened version of the 
narrow spectrum was hinted at by the 
HETG-07 data and is a simple starting point.  
But it may seem a poor assumption given the 
large differences in the pre-shock densities of 
the corresponding regions: the narrow emission 
comes from dense ring material (~ 104 /cm3) 
while the very-broad flux is from the HII region 
with lower densities (~ 100 /cm3).  
  However, an estimate of the spectrum 
expected from the very-broad component can 
be made using a 1-D hydro simulation, similar 
to the methods used for modeling the X-ray 
emission of SN 1996cr in Dwarkadas et al. 
(2010).  The radial values of the simulation 
variables (density, velocity, temp., mass) are 
shown in the figure below.
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HETG-07 Data w/2-shock model: total & very-broad

The plot above shows the HETG-07 data and the fitted 2-
shock-smoothed model (black & red).  The very-broad 
component only of this model is shown in blue.  This can 
be compared with the spectrum generated from the hydro 
simulation that is plotted beneath it (at arbitrary y-scaling.)  
The (surprising) similarity of the spectra is due to the low 
Te/Ti and low tau's in the hydro simulation.
  The velocity width of the hydro spectrum is based on the 
hydro velocities and the geometry shown below.
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The plot at right shows the measured SN 1987A 
un-absorbed 0.5-2 keV flux vs time (dark 
triangles).  The key events mentioned in the 
timeline are indicated as well (A, B, C).  Roughly, 
the shocked HII emission dominates between A 
and B and at around C the dense ring contribution 
increases damatically.  A simple geometric model 
producing these properties was described in 
Haberl et al. (2006).  Although detailed 
hydrodynamics was not used the authors predicted 
that the light curve would "flatten in mid 2006 and 
will reach its maximum luminosity ... in early 2009."  
   The measured very-broad flux has been 
estimated and plotted as well (blue diamonds), by 
scaling the total flux by the fit broad fraction.
   We show two hydro-generated flux curves that 
are representative of the two main emission 
components of the system. The "HII" region 
curve is from the hydro at left and, although not 
'tuned' it still suggests that the very broad flux may 
be a natural continuation of the A-B phase.  A 
second curve shows the jump in flux when a 
dense ring is present in the CSM.  In the hydro 
used here that ring is a disc and, unlike the Haberl 
(2006) model, the flux continues to grow.
   More data have been and will be taken, so we 
should be able to fill in the question marks and 
develop a realistic hydro model for SN 1987A.

Very-Broad Flux & the Light curve Data analyzed here
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